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Abstract
Certain ion oscillations that are sometimes excited in microwave tubes were investi-
gated on a theoretical basis. A study of some general properties of propagation in
plasma-loaded waveguides was made; the plasma consisted of both stationary ions and
an electron beam. The effect of an axial magnetic field was included in the analysis.
Specifically, the propagation in waveguides that were loaded merely with a stationary
ion plasma was studied. It was found that these waveguides are propagating structures
at frequencies that are very low, as compared with the empty waveguide cutoff frequency.
A short-circuited section of an ion-loaded waveguide, which was considered as a reso-
nant cavity, was found to have resonant frequencies of the order of the ion plasma fre-
quency and ion cyclotron frequency (a few megacycles per second for positive gas ions
such as hydrogen). The energy transfer from a beam traversing an oscillating ion-
loaded cavity to the fields of the cavity was calculated, and a criterion for oscillation
was established.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL RELATIONS
I-1 Introduction
In a microwave tube, even under hard vacuum conditions, there
is a considerable number of gas molecules present, some of which
become ionized by the electron beam. Depending upon the geometry
and dc potentials of the various tube elements, the ions which
are positively charged can become entrapped in the tube in certain
regions termed "ion traps"n A drift tube held at a dc potential
slightly lower than both the accelerating anode and collector
potentials constitutes an ion trap. The ions formed in a trap
accumulate until some sort of equillibrium is reached. Because
of an abundance of gas molecules and a scarcity of drainage paths
for the trapped positive ions, the ions cn accumulate to such an
extent that the charge in the beam becomes neutralized, or perhaps
even over-neutralized. Ions trapped in a potential trough have in
fact been used for beam focusing by neutralizing the beam.1
Experimental observations show that the electron beam sometimes
excites oscillations of the trapped ions. Several types of
oscillations are observed under different conditions; Cutler and
Moreno3 have nicely summarised these observations, The most
prominent phenomena observed are sustained sinusoidal oscillations
of the ion-electron beam plasma. These sinusoidal oscillations are
often strong enough to noticeably perturb the desired output of the
tube, the pertubations appearing as amplitude modulations of the rf
output. The modulation frequencies, the frequencies of the plasma
oscillations, are roughly in the neighborhood of the ion plasma
frequency pi and the ion cyclotron frequency ci (of the order of
a few Mc/sec). This thesis is concerned with predicting and
analyzing these sustained sinusoidal oscillations.
, - i^
The general system considered has an electron beam which drifts
through a drift tube (or waveguide) containing trapped (non-drifting)
positive ions, a drift region being characterized by the absence of
dc electric fields which would accelerate the beam. The problem is
to obtain solutions for electromagnetic waves in the plasma, to
combine these solutions to match boundary conditions, and to find
the mechanism that sustains oscillations.
I-2 General Assumtions and Equations
In the following analysis, the electron beam, in the absence
of an ac excitation, is assumed to be drifting with a constant
uniform velocity to = iVo (vo<< c) and to have a uniform volume
charge density -p0o' The trapped positive ions, in the absence
of an ac excitation, are assumed to have a uniform volume charge
density +po. and no drift velocity. The electron beam drifts
through the positive ion cloud and it is assumed (again in the
absence of an ac excitation) both the beam and the ion cloud
occupy the same space so that there is no net dc space charge - -
hence there is no dispersion of the beam or ions.
Maxwell's equations and the force equation are used to
represent the system. In Maxwell's equations, the currents due
to the motion of the particles are included. Thermal motion and
collisions are neglected and the motion of the particles is
assumed to be due to the action of the electromagnetic fields
alone. The effect of a uniform axial magnetic focusing field
Bo = iB o is also considered in the analysis.
To linearize the equations, a small signal analysis is employed.
Each variable is expressed by a dc quantity plus an ac pertubation.
The dc quantity is the value of the variable in the absence of an
ac excitation. The ac pertubation, referred to as the "small signal
quantity", is assumed to be very much smaller in amplitude than the
dc quantity - - this is the "small signal assumption". In a small
signal analysis the products of small signal quantities are neglected
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since they are of second order.
It is assumed that all ac quantities have a z - dependence of
e- j B z z where Pz is the propagation constant. With the assumed z -
dependence and the small signal assumption, the following set of
linear equations, which describe the ion-electron beam plasma are
obtained after Maxwell's equations and the force equations are
properly manipulated, time dependence ejw t being assumed.
+ k2= jw (-2.1)
2- 2- V H + k H = J7xJ (1-2.2)
P = PO (1-2.3)
J = P T- Ve + V o (I-2.4)
jw(l ]
Pe
e ) e = + ex B oV E -2.5)
- v = E + vi x Bo (I-2.6)
The variables , H, p, J, ve, and vi, are complex small signal
quantities that are functions of the space coordinates. These
equations, which are applied in the ensuing chapters, are derived
in detail in Appendix A.
1-3 Boundary Conditions
In the presence of an ac excitation, the boundary of the ion-
electron beam plasma is rippled. By the method introduced by Hahn 4 ,
this ripple can be approximated by a sheet of ac surface charge and
-_----r --r
surface current at the same boundary the plasma has ih the absence
of excitation, the dc boundary so to speak.
for example, for the case of a circular cylindrical plasma of
de radius b, the ripple at the plasma boundary is replaced at r=
b by an ac charge sheet of surface charge density
Ver
e 1 (I-3.1)
J)(1- Z) r b
0. 
and an ac current sheet of linear current density
-JPover
iz~z = rv (I-3.2)
These expressions are derived in Appendix B.
The field solutions in the plasma and in the vacuum" are matched
at the ac charge and current sheets on the dc boundary. At this
surface, we apply the well knownm set of boundary conditions
- -II -I
n x (E - E ) = O (I-3-3)
_ (EII _I
_ (· - E ) = ' /co (I-3.4)
n x (II - I ) z (I-3-5)
n . (HII 1 -H ) = O (1-3.6)
where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary surface and
pointing from the plasma to the vacuum. The superscript% I and II
refer to the plasma and vacuum quantities, respectively. The field
quantities in the above boundary conditions are computed at the
surface of the plasma.
It is not necessary to apply all four of these boundary conditions.
If the relation (-3.4) is given, then the continuity equation at the
sur face
' Here, "vacuum" mea un-io i e gas. 'is reion is referre to
as a vacuum since ts elec riL~ properties re consid.ere the
same as a rue vacuum. - .
a,
__Y_ ___1Y I___II C I II_____YYILI1---- -·C"I-·UYUC'11--( I·-a-- -- · X · I - b--
jwo' v17- - n -,: = (I-3o7)
reduces to the relation (I-3.5); the reverse is also true, given
(I-3.5),(I-3.7) reduces to (I-3.4); hence these two boundary
conditions are not independent. Similarly, if either relation
(I-3.3) or (-3.6) is given, then the other can be derived from
Maxwell's equations in the two media; hence (-3.3) and (I-3.6)
are not independent. Therefore, only two of these boundary
conditions, either (I-3.3) and (I-3.6) or (I-3.4) and (I-3.5),
need be applied.
Metal walls are assumed to be perfectly conducting. Grids
will be assumed to look like smooth perfectly conducting walls to
i and fields but transparent to electrons.
· Ye^· ·-U-l--LIIIP ·1I-^-.ILC-·... -IllslY·-·m-l--.·l_·-U-
Chapter II
FIELD SOLUTIONS IN RECTANGULAR COORDINATES
II-I Introductory Remarks
The set of equations (I-2.1) to (1-2.6) is difficult to solve,
even though many simplifying assumptions are made in their derivation.
However, if we look for solutions in a rectangular coordinate system,
the differential equations reduce to linear algebraic equations which
are more readily soluble.
If it is assumed that each of the parameters has the spatial
dependence e-j 'r in which
= 
Tx~x + Iyfy = zz
and
r = lxx + yy + z 
then the vector differential operator
-8- d - a
=x F"X+ Yg + rZ
is replaced by the vector constant -j~. The vector calculus operations
become transformed to vector algebra operations as follows8
Gradient Vf ~- -j f
Scalar Laplacian V 2 f - 2f
Curl V - -j x 
Divergence -'* r -j F
Vector Laplacian V2 2 
where f is a scalar function of r9F_is a vector function of r (the
r dependence being of the form e r), and
2 2 2 2
In general, the propagation vector is complex in both magnitude
and direction and we have a non-uniform plane wave; for the special
case when can be expressed as the product of a complex scalar and
a real vector, we have a uniform plane wave. By the superposition of
plane waves of different propagation vectors, wave configurations'
1_ _11___·1__1____111__IIYIILIILLY-^IIII · ·-l-_l-XIII_^II-···1111·-----
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which fit finite boundaries can be synthesized.
Utilization of the above transformations convert the differential
equations to algebraic equations. From the algebraic equations, the
determinantal equation, the expression that relates the components of
B to the physical constants (w, po, Vo, o0, e, q, me, mi), can be
found. Also, the relationships among the various field components of
the exponential waves can be determined in terms of the components of
D and physical constants; the transverse components of , 0x and y,
are determined by transverse boundary conditions. As will be
seen in the following sections of this chapter, determination of
these relations requires a frustrating amount of mathamatical man-
ipulations even though the calculus operations are replaced by
algebraic operations.
11-2 General Sn2utinons n the Ion = Electron Beam Plasma
For solutions of the form e j'r Eqs. (I-2.1) to (I-2.4) become
2 2-. jJ jp/ (11-2.1)
(_2 + k2): j=x (II-2.2)
-le -"i
P0 vi !Z vB~~e 1(II-2.3)
J= poi - ve - vt o (-2.4)
-Jwm e 8z
(1-m) e = E + e x o + o x (II-2.5)
e Oe
jwmi -
J vi = E + vi Bo (II-2.6)
Note that Eqs, (I-2.5) and (I-2.6) are not affected by the transfor-
_1 _1_11_·___ 1 ____ _ ___
_____I ___p·______l_·IIYI__I1I1Y----- -^. -.-- 1·11)---^-1--
mations and are just rewritten as (II-2.5) and (IL-2.6) for
convenience.
The above set of equations represents sixteen linear scalar
equations within sixteen scalar unknowns, since each of the vector
equations represents three scalar equations. These equations can
be condensed into two vector equations, representing six scalar
equations, by the elimination of some of the variables. When Eqs.
(11-2.3) and (II-2.4) are Ifbstituted into Eqs. (11-2.1) and (II-2.2),
B and H can be epressed in terms of ve and vj with the result that
jwPo _i ~' _ ,B e -2
and j ° I. - V 
H Z , BX j i-ve iz $ - (II-2.8)
-B +k 
Substitution of Eqs. (II-2.7) and (11-2.8) into Eqs. (II-2.5) and
(II-2 6) yields
z - pe2 k2 F
-(1 - ) ve = -- +k2 Lvi - Ve i z
2 _ O
"pe D v e
+ Wpe!- - _V
- -- PevI
2 2
Wpe k -
+ p q a i , 8
wpi 2 k2 r
Vi = -D Tk ZviW~~~jw o +' 
x vi -
- e - z
j i v e x iz
- - OVe
Ve isz -- -
Be (1-
O'°e
e_
2 1-
Wpi I ge(V~~--q - + Ij
_gLi; P-~L
and
(II-2.9)
J v x i zw (II-2.10)
___IPYI 1141·---·--^1 111111111 -- 1XIL ----·CIIIP·1·IIII**IIIIII_-l^^--L--l_1 -1_·--·-·111111111-Il--·1IIC 
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where
$ 2 eP 2 P eB0 a w qB0
e _eom, pi -ome ce me, ci mi
Wpe and Wpi are the electron and ion plasma frequencies, respectively;
and Wce and Wci are the electron and ion cyclotron frequencies,
respect ively.
When the vector operations in IEqs.(II-2.9) and (II-2.10) are
performed, the resulting set of scalar equations can be expressed
as a matrix multiplication
[Cv] V1 - o (II-2.11)
The column matrix of small signal velocities is
v
ex
Vey
Vez
Vix
Viy
C0 is displayed below in Eq.
__III Il___l__·_slC_·l__I1YUYPIWII 1I-I
.-- .-I·UI--C-·II_-·C_ I I _ __
T~he velocity couplinf mrix
=10-
I
#--Ic=lJ
, .-- i ' IC' 3 1 '-t 3t l
e~b3 ._ ++~3 2
I
-. I 
.J
C1, I~
- I I
cidr ~ i '4
I 3
i I 'C
I (Y)
I I
03 3 1 3
-3 - -I- - - -
C I- --I I
% -I1 I
I; I
~t ,------ ' i i
i~,~ ~ ,n
I _ _ I
1 % . Ki
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m 
I~~ I 
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I
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I
!
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The matrix equation represents a homogeneous set - - this
means that the velocity coupling matrix Cv is singular, or the
determinant of Cv is equal to zero. The relationship among
the components of is given by the determinantal equation
IC I = 
The expansion of this determinant for the general case is rather
complicated. If the complete determinant were expanded, the
significance of each of the physical parameters in the expression
would be obscured by the complexity of the algebra. Likewise, if
algebraic expressions were obtained for the relationships between
the various field components, each as ExE/z, Vex/"Vy, etc., the
physical picture would be hidden by the complexity of the algebra.
So further simplifications are necessary for obtaining clear and
workable expressions.
Before further simplifications are considered, special
cases of the determinant of Cv will be examined.
JII3 Infinite Parallel Plane Case
In many problems it is often helpful to study a very
simplified version just to obtain an intuitive feeling for the
more complicated problems. In problems dealing with field solutions,
the simplified approach is to assume that there is no transverse de-
pendence and that the solutions are functions of the coordinate in the
direction of propagation alone, a one dimensional dependence. For
instance, in the elementary space charge analysis of the klystron, it
is assumed that there is a beam of infinite cross-section drifting in
the Z-direction between infinite parallel plane grids, the electro-
magnetic and velocity fields in the beam having only Z-dependence.
As a simplified version of our problem, we will assume in this
section that the ion-electron beam plasma is infinite in the x and y
directions so that all the field quantities depend only upon . This
means that, in the rectangular coordinate system, 0 = y = O
x y
~Y-·-~-· urr~ ~ u~- -ru.~-rr~rnrr..i...·-- ~ surrrrr~-Sr t · _,-. ·rrrl_·l-^-ru·n-ur-;u*uu--uu-^-- · -r--l-·^-
- ^ -----X--^ll*··-·*-·-··-rr- ---· · I ----·-- ·- r·-·-r- ---- rur
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or
o = y = 
and
= iz z
Substituting Eqs.
obtain
1[0cv ] = 0]
(II-3.1) and (II-3.2) into Eq.
(II-3.2)
(II-2.11) we
(II-3.3)
where OvI is the one dimensional velocity coupling matrix given by
I
-2 2.
+k(i- jel) I
4- - -- -4
J 1- oz/
I0 I
- - - r -
o 1
0
+t k+)lI
I-
OI
I
0 I 0
W t I o
O I - ~+ k2I~ \ - ~,~
- - -1 -
We i 1'I
_-J
0 11
-I
0
--- t-----
I ) I W .. 1 ) O
I t I. c I 
-- ,_ _ _- -_ I t kI
0 1 (-eL + )(1- W-= i
I~ . WILit')
(I I-3.4)
0 OlI 1 0
I0 re
0 wt
.-L_._IIUIIP1--LI-- LI-^__·i.ll ·--LILI-I*CIII _CIIIII-ll---I
I._I IICII1Ll~~~~~~~~~il~~~P IY·-~~ Oi~~~·L ID-I Q *_ ~ -- 
!
I
I
I
~~~P~~~~~p~~~~.e~~~
2. I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Z
- N· I
I
I 
- -
C 
I 
[O Vi 
L-k etIL 
I
In the matrix Cvl there are no elements which couple together
longitudinal and transverse components of velocity. Hence the
longitudinal and transverse components of velocity are mutually
independent, and Eq. (II-3.3) can be split into two independent
relations
and
C Z vZ = O (II-3.6)
where the transvexrevelocity coupling matrix v t =
2 Ipe Wce (z 2 +k) w 2
-z + k (1- _ ) k 1 T -e O
_ W 1- _ ___-
Wce (2+k2 ) 2 lWpe 2
Wce z +k )Oz \ 2 + k2 (1+ O (e kl2
_0 - -J w- (-+k) +k (1- )
I
(II-3.7)
the longitudinal velocity coupling matrix Cv =
W pMi 2 2
W-2 2+k2'e 22 Wpi -J
pi -z2+ (-z +k 2) (1 nicu P W
(I1-3.8)
ill_ _11__1_____1_1_1___1111__
_-I .l·I*-·L--·II-·-XII-·-_nLILIYIYYLII- P-----·l ·-- · II·LII·IIYI--L·I111111.
and
and the transverse longitudinal velocity matrices are
A
V]
V
ex
V
ey
vix
vI
viy
V-x
vz] T h
= ez~~~~--
For pure transverse small signal velocities ( = vet
vi = vit) Eqs.(II-2.3) and (II-2.4) show that
p = 0 (no bunching of charge)
and
: %O [ t- I tJ = PP - e]
-t
Hence Eqs.(II-2.1) and (II-2.2) become
(-l2 + k2) t =j t
and
(-z+ k2) t =j- x Jt
(II-3.9)
(II-3.10)
from which and are also purely transverse. From q. (I-3.9)
:t + jwoe t = .2 t
and Maxwell's equations, Eqs.(A-l) to (A-4), become
iz x t
iz x t = Wt
and
II___^___ CIY _P ____ I Y sllPW~~~~~~~~~~~~-^-·UP-~~~U l. 0 h I-__
_ 
_
= - I
w-W
-15-
iz ' Rt = o
Hence we see that the vectors I, H, and B are mutually perpendicular
(Fig.II-l) and that a wave, in which only transverse velocities are
excited, is an infinite parallel plane TEM wave propagating in the
z direction. This wave is in general elliptically polarized.
For pure longitudinal small signal velocities (ve = izvez
and v = izviz), Eqs.(II-2.3) shows that the current is also
purely longitudinal ( = izJz) and qs.(II-2.l) and (II-2.2)
become
(-Bz2 k2 ) N = z (jP"Jz jzp/¢o)
and
(-z2+ k2 ) = x izJz = O
showing that z = iz~z and H = 0. Then, for pure longitudinal
velocities, we have an electromagnetic wave, that consists entirely
of a longitudinal component of electric field which is related to
the current through
J + jW¢E =z # juez=-O (II-3.11)
from q. (A-1)
The determinantal equation for the one dimensional case is the
expansion of the determinant of the matrix Cvl equated to zero.
Because of the normal modes discovered above, the determinant of
Cvl1 becomes
ICvll = ICi ICvt I = o
-16-
where Cvl is the determinant for the longitudinal wave
and C0vlt is the determinant for the transverse wave.
The longitudinal and transverse waves correspond to the
"electrostatic" and "electromagnetic" waves discussed in Spitzer's
book5; the Hydromagnetic, or Alfven, waves discussed therein do not
apply here, since they arise when the magnetic field is transverse
to the direction of propagation.
From Eq.(II-38), 0CvZl = 0 becomes
5z = e + _pe (II-3.12)
- Wp-
where %pe = pe/vo, and we have the dispersion relation for the
longitudinal wave; this expression is the same as that derived by
Pierce 6 Equation (II-3.12) indicates that for w > Wpi, there are
two possible propagating waves that can be excited, one with a phase
velocity faster than vo and the other with a phase velocity slower
than vo. For w < wpi there are two possible waves, each travelling
with the positive phase velocity vos but one attenuates while the
other grows as indicated by the complex z' At w = pi, the ion
plasma frequency z becomes infinite.
The implicit relation for the propagation constant of the
transverse wave is found from Eq. (II-3.7) by the expansion of the
determinant |Cvtll = 0,
{Br2 k2( WPe]2 2 Wr2 2+k) EZ2+k (1- ]We2
We-iz2 22 _ 2k4{[oz2+k2(1 wpe2) o-Z
+ k2 (1_ Wp2 )2 Wce Wei (Oz+k2)2 
4 4
+@ 'I e 0. (11-3.13)
~~·'--· -~r ---·L---wr*4~--·l i--·- I-I.L-"-~III~i-·XI= + 
It is rather hopeless to try to extract Bz as an explicit
function of w from Eq. (II-3.l3) without further simplifications.
If we consider a system consisting of simply ions alone, then
Eq.(II-3.13) is greatly simplified and we arrive at the expression
OZ2 k 2 l i -i 9 (II-3.14)
this result is in agreementwith Spitzer7. For Wci - O, we have the
familiar "ionospheric waves" - the plasma behaves as a medium whose
permitivity is
= o, ( Wpi2
For Wci = 0, the two ionspheric waves split into four new waves as
indicated by the ± sign. The case of ions alone will be further
discussed in this chapter and investigated in the following
chapters.
II4 Infinite Magnetic Field
If we let 3B become infinite, then from the force equations,
Eqs.(II-2.5) and (II-2.6), we see that the transverse velocity
components vanish, leaving only longitudinal velocities. Hence,
the sixth order determinant, Eq. (II-2.11a), reduces to one of
second order,
-
2+k2+ Wpe2 Iz2k2 w 
w2 I 1 W 
Wpi 2k2 I _- 2+k 2+ 2i2 ( 2 k2)
w2' r 1 z2
1 e I
(11-4.1)
____YI1U___U1YYIC*__·IW--U·L*··· I-C-L-LI-.YL-.-
I--I L ·I~III-I IIII*IL_-
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This determinant when expanded yields the determinantal equation
{T2 + (-Oz+k) [i ; y 7 ]E}ET2-Rzz 0 (II-4.2)
where BT2 = Px2 + By2 and Bpe = pe/Vo. The quantity T2 is
determined by transverse boundary conditions
At this point we will examine how plane waves are added to give
the field solutions. To snythesize fields that fit the boundary
conditions from plane wave solutions, we must consider all the waves
which have the same z at the same frequency; in other words, we
must look at waves which have the same dispersion relation. It is
clear from Eq. (II-4.2) that if each of the individual plane waves
gives the same OBT 2 , the dispersion relations will be the same.
Hence the electric field becomes
4
e Jz z k ejTk'rT (II-43)
where
rT = ix x + 'y y
and
OT1 - ix:[ + y@y
OT2 = ixx iyy
3 'xsx + iYRY
T4 = ixx-x iyOy
An alternate and more convenient form of Eq. (II-4.3) is obtained by
expanding the exponential using Euler0s formula and combining terms
so that
~~·__I_ L___IY___YLIIII1__il~~l-- ---- ·- lr--L·--L--·- --r.,,,...i-..... -- 1ILllllllt·ar***XL^-LI---rr·--llar
31 cs Bxx cos yY + B2 cos Bxx sin yY
+ B3 sin x cos yy + r4 sin Bx sin Ry ejz 3 (II-4.4)
Norte that the A's and fBs are in general complez vectors. For the
special case of a rectangular wavguide that completely filled with
an ion-electron beam plasma, Fig. (II-2), the tangential component of
electric field must vanish on the walls. Hence from Sq. (II4.4) we
see immediately that in this special case
E: [B2 x cos Rx sin yy B41 sin x sin yy] e jZZ
y = [B3y sin x ocos 5yy + B4y sin x sin X yy e jZZ
Ez = B4 z sin sin  yy e-j8Z
where Bx X nd = a -, m and n being non-zero integers, and
T2 (iT2 )2 (2-
For the case where the plasma does not completely fill the waveguide,
Bx and By are not found so easily, since boundary conditions are
more complicated.
An obvious solution to the determinantal equation, Eq.(II-4.2),
is z_+~k2-BT2 which is the same relation that is obtained in the
absence of the plasma. This solution applies only to T3 modes,
since TE modes do not excite any motion of the particles when
Bo _- .
The other solutions to the determinantal equation are roots of
the first factor of Eq.(II-4.2). This expression as it stands can-
not give Bz explicitly; however, by comparison of the orders of
I_ ·l _ II YIII_1I·- I^--is11 _
__ -·· Y W L~~Y~P ·  LL·- .... .... ~~
One dimensional case, transverse wave.
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magnitude of the various terms in the expression and by reasonable
assumptions, z can be found approximately over certain ranges of
frequency.
II-5 Zero Drift and Zero Magnetic Field
For the very special case with B o = 0 and vo = 0, the sixth
order determinant, Eq. (II-2.11a), is easily evaluated to give the
determinantal equation
pi2 e2 2 2 (1 A ETZI .z I O ( 2+k (II-5 .1)
We see from this equation that for w pi 2 + Wpe2' waves behave
as if they were propagating in a homogeneous, isotropic medium with
permit ivity
Wpi 2 :p2
= (1 - - pe2)
and for = i2 + pe2 , Bz can assume any value at all.
The nature of the propagation is better understood if we
examine Maxwellrs equations for this special case. Since from
Zqs.(I-2.3) to (I=2.6)
and 2 2
MaxwellIs equations, Eqs. (A-l) to (A-L4), become
Vx H = jwl'i
Vx 2 = -jW -
4,
··/_ 1-1_4111-11· 1- 1111  1-^ --1·^·_1_1___·_·1^111111 ·-· 1---__·1-
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cg V = 0
Va = 
For w rwpi2+w pe2 , e1 0 and the equations are the same as
obtained for wave propagation in a dielectric of permitivity c;
note here that there is no bunching of charge since V = .
For W = Wpi. e 2 e = - and ~V is in general not zero; at
this frequency, since el vanishes, Oz and T2 are independent with
the only restriction that T2 be chosen to satisfy transverse
boundary conditions and Bz be chosen to satisfy longitudinal boundary
conditions. For a plasma loaded waveguide (the plasma not necessarily
filling the guide) of infinite length, z can assume any value; if
a cavity is made from this wave guide by inserting shorting planes
at z = 0 and z = zo, then we have the restriction,
= + , t= 1, 2, ....
A sketch of Bz as a function of w for this case of zero magnetic
field and zero drift is shown in Fig. (II-3).
l1-6 Ions Alone
If we neglect the a.c. effects of the electrons and consider a
system consisting of ions alone (the only function of the electron
beam being to neutralize the average space charge), then the sixth
order determinant, q.(II-2.11a), reduces to a third order determinant
which is easily expanded to give a determinantal equation that is
quadratic in B 2 . Hence, in this case, Bz can be obtained explicitly
as a function of w.
Because this problem is so much more easily soluble than the
total problem, the case of ions alone will be considered in detail
in the following chapters with the hope that this approach will
give some clue to the solution of the total problem.
(Ilylyl -.I-.I( ^·-I.L--·LYI ·.· IIL--Y1-IIIIIII111*IYls*IIYII
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Fig. (I-3).
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Chapter III
PROPAGATION IN ION LOADED WAVEGUIDES
1II-1 Introduction and Additional Assumptions
As seen in the previous chapter, even the most simplified versions
of the total problem lead to expressions so involved that the prop-
agation constants cannot be extracted without resorting to numerical
methods. However, if we consider a system containing a plasma of just
ions alone, then explicit solutions of the determinantal equation in
the plasma can be obtained, because the equation for this case is
quadratic in Bz2; this case is investigated in detail in this chapter
because of the simpler mathematics involved. In effect the total
problem is reduced to a system with a plasma consisting of trapped
ions and an electron beam, the assumed function of the beam being only
to neutralize the average d space charge; the action of the ac
electromagnetic fields on the electron beam is ignored- - this amounts
to the first step in approaching the total problem on a kinematic
basis.
Ifi-2 Field Solution in Ion Plasma for Rectangular Coordinates
For a plasma composed of ions alone, the relations among the small
signal velocity components are obtained from Eq. (II-2.11a) when
Vex Vey Vez = =0, and we have
2 2 W 2
W k pi 2 2 pi2
I w2 I -2 Rw W (8x -k 2) + t 0 k w2w 2
+ kx~z - 2 -+k
Vix
V. --
Viz
0
0
0
(111-2.1)
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The determinant of this matrix equation is easily expanded to give the
determinantal equation,
+ (z2 k (1 -Wi2ILT - z+ kJ = 0 Eq.(III-2.2)
where T = x + y2 is yet to be determined by boundary conditions.
Equation (III-2.2) can be solved explicitly for z by means of the
quadratic formulas a few curves of positive 8z (forward travelling
waves) are plotted numerically in Figs. (III1) and (III-2) for a
rectangular waveguide completely filled with an ion plasma.
From these plots we see there are two waves one of which is cutoff
from zero frequency to approximately the cutoff frequency of the empty
waveguide (this wave very closely resembles the cutoff waves of an
empty waveguide). The other wave exhibits the same high frequency
behaviour, but at low frequencies, well below the cutoff frequency of
the empty waveguide, there are two pass bands introduced; propagation
is obtained on the approximate intervals 0 < w < Wci and Wpi < <
>lit 2 + wi 2 for Wpi > ci, and 0 < w < pi and Wci < < pi2+ ci
for Wci > wpi. These waves are not simple TE or TM modes as found in
empty waveguides but are composed of all components of and H. Only
for the special cases of Bo = 0 and o do we get TE and TM waves.
One can proceed from Eq. (III-2.1), the ion velocity coupling
equation and from Eq. (I-2.6), the ion force equation, to obtain
expressions for the electric field ratios Ex/E z and y/Ez ( waves
of the form eit'r still assumed). But, it turns out that for the
case of ions alone, the of   he field solutions for a circularly symmetric
system ( = O) are quite simple - hence from this point on we
consider a circularly cylindrical ion plasma in a circularly cylindrical
waveguide and approach the problem directly with all the basic equations
* empty" meaning in the absence of charge
111-n*-LL-·1-131^------P(-·llllilll·l
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Fig. (III-1). Propagation constant for waves in a rectangular
waveguide completely filled with an ion plasma; Wpi > Wci. For
a given B, there are two waves. One is cutoff for low frequencies.
The other propagates on two low frequency bands and is cutoff above
w.pi. The two waves behave the same above wpi. Real Bz corresponds
to propagation while imaginary Bz corresponds to attenuation.
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Fig. (III-2). Propagation constant for waves in a rectangular
waveguide completely filled with an ion plasma; wp < ail For
a given BT there are two waves. One is cutoff for low frequencies.
The other propagates on two low frequency bands and is cutoff above
wci'
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expressed in cylindrical coordinates (r, f, z) rather than super-
impose the rectangular coordinate solutions to synthesize circlarly
symmetric fields.
111-3 Field Solutions for Circularly Symmetric Systems.
We now analyze the circularly symmetric system of Fig (IlI-3);
the plasma consists of just ions alone; b is the dc radius of the
plasma and a is the radius of the waveguide. The basic equations
for a plasma composed only of stationary ions are
VZ. + k = jw +V(V') (111-3.1)
J = PoVi (III-3.2)
jWmi - -_
q vi - E + vi x Bo(III3.3)
Equation (III-3.1) is the vector wave equation, Eq. (I-2.1), with the
quantity p/Co replaced by its equivalent, V-'; Eq. (III-3.2) is the
definition of ion current density, from Eq. (I-2.4); and Eq.(III-3.3)
is the ion force equation, Eq. (I-2.6).
To further simplify the problem, we take advantage of the circular
symmetry and look for solutions that are independent of e (G-i = 0).
From our familiarity with -indepent solutions of a circular waveguide
we assume that the solutions in a circular cylindrical plasma are of
a similar form
I -JBzZZz = AJ o (r r ) e (III-3.4)
Er = BJ 1 (rr) e (III-35)
I -Jozz
= CJL (rr) e (III-3.6)
The superscript I refers to region I, the plasma. In Appendix 0,
the assumed field, Eq. (III-3.4) to (III-3.6), is shown to be a
solution to Eqs.(III-3.1) to (III-3.3) with the results
-I---·--i~rwr~-rlXI-·~~1- ------ ·-( .----r^l^LrLY1·-·1111111 ClilYI_
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(1 - 2 2) [ i B Jo (Brr) (111-3.7)
- +k (1- -"2-)
Er =B J (rr) e- j
Wpi2B JI(Orrwjpz~E 2~f 2 2 W~ &wd
" _wpiZci B J (Brr )e2 w e z
c r2 -z +k w2_ w 2
(111-3.8)
and the determinantal equation
pi22 22 (i- 2i 2 W2 Br2
+ ,2-2 kLr2_z2+k 0 (III-39)
We see that Eq. (III-3.9) is the same determinantal equation as was
derived for rectangular coordinates with r2 replacing BT2 .
III-4 The Quasi-Static Approximation
We assume that the ion plasma and cyclotron frequencies are several
orders of magnitude smaller than the cutoff frequency of the empty wave-
guide; plasma and cyclotron frequencies are of the order of a few
magacycles, whereas laboratory size waveguide cutoff frequencies are of
the order of several thousands of magacycles. These great differences
in frequency allow us to make approximations which greatly simplify the
results of the previous section and to introduce a useful concept, the
"quasi-static approximation", which applies to low frequency solutions.
The typical ion plasma and cyclotron frequencies mentioned above
are for gases such as hydrogen, nitrogen, etc. The approximations
about to be developed also apply to an ion plasma composed of electrons
·  ___I_^_LILIIII__ILY__II
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rather than ionized gas molecules if the electron plasma and cyclotron
frequencies are small compared with the empty waveguide cutoff. All
equations until now are equally applicable to both stationary ion
plasmas consisting of gas ions and those consisting of electrons with
proper regard to the sign- of the electron charge.
For w > > Wpi and Wci, the determinantal equation, Eq. (III-3.9)
reduces to
-r2 z2 + k2 0 (III-4.1)
which is the same determinantal equation that is obtained in the
absence of the plasma. From. Eq. (III-4.1), the field solutions in
the plasma, Eqs. (III-3.5),(III-3.7),(C-ll), become for w > > pi and
Wci
z I - Or B J (rr) ez (III-4.2)
Er I = B J1 (rr) eJPZZ (III-4.3)
He = c ° J1 (rr) e$ZZ (III-4.4)
Ee rI I
o H r ,H and. HI vanish. Equations (III-4.1) to (III-4.4) are exactly
the solution of the radially symmetric modes found in circular waveguides;
hence for w > > pi and Wci, the plasma has no effect on the propagation
and a waveguide containing an ion plasma supports the same waves at
high frequencies as in the absence of the plasma.
The low frequencies are of greater interest since the plasma
oscillations are observed at low frequencies. For low frequencies
(well below the empty waveguide cutoff) we make the assumption that
k2 can be neglected in comparison with 2 and Br2 . With this assumption,
the roots of the determinantal equation, Eq. (III-3.9), reduce to the
compact expressions
2 w (wpi2 + Wi 2 -w2 ) 2
z pi= Wc - W2 ) er2 (III-4.5)
(Wp2 w2 ) (ci 2 - 2)
I _1_1^_ I_ _CIII__I___II__IL_·411.1 ·-· __-fU·-lll I -LXI-·IIIYII-I- -II ·I - -
and
2 = r 2 (III-4.6)
Equation (III-4.6) resembles the empty waveguide modes and is not of
interest since these modes are cutoff for low frequencies. Iq.(III-4.5)
is the interesting root of the determinantal equation since it exhibits
the two low frequency pass bands discovered in numerically solving for
the roots of the exact determinantal equation, q. (III-2.2). We
note that if we choose r2 > > k 2 , Eqs.(III-4.5) and (II-4.6) are
consistent with the assumption that 42 > > k2 . Equation(III- .5)
is sketched in Figs. (III-4) and (III-5).
With the same assumption that k2 c < |,Z21 and Ir2 1, the electric
field in the plasma becomes
EzI = j F BJO (rr) e-JzZ (III-4.7)
ErI = B J1 (rr) ezZ (III-4.8)
We assume that
leI_ O (III-4.9)
since from Ea. (III-3.8), ZEI is proportional to k2.
We see from Eqs.(III-4.7) to (III-4.9) that
[ir + iz- Jo (rr) ez Z
or if we let
V = Jo (err) eJozz
we have
I = _VI (III-4.10)
this expression is the quasi-static approximation.
_C II_ __CI _ _CIIUsl_
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Fig. (II-5)
Eq. (III-4.5) for
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Using the quasi-static approximation we reformulate the basic
equations for low frequencies. Instead of the vector wave equation,
Eq.(III-3.1), we use Poissons Equation
V2 =- P/cO (III-4.11)
Equations (III-4.10) and (III-4.11), together with the ion force
equation, Eq. (III-3.3), the current-velocity equation, Eq.(III-3.2),
and the ion continuity equation,
V.J+i wp = 0,
give us the same results as the exact solutions, Eqs.(III-45),
(III-4.7) and (III-4.8) with the assumption that k2 < Or2 and Iz21;
this point is illustrated in Appendix D.
The above steps are by no means a proof of the quasi-static
approximation formulation. Having made the reasonable assumption that
k2 is negligible for the frequencies of interest, we noticed that the
simplified expressions for the components of ~ suggested that
i V= -V Now from the hypothesis that E =-VV and the assumption
that electrostat4c expressions were applicable, it was shown (Appendix D)
that the results of using the quasi-static approximation independently
were the same as the approximations obtained from simplifying the exact
solut ions.
Also developed in Appendix D is the quasi-static - component of
the magnetic field; we are concerned with H, since only He contributes
to the z - directed power flow in the plasma. The quasi-static Er and
He may be expressed as
-jwe 2 w2 I
_ He (III-4.12)
SHOI Wpi2 W 2 _ w2
0 JC pi 2ci (:III-4.13)
Wci - W
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which are analagous to the transmission line equations
= -Z I
az
= -Y V
az
Z and Y being the series impedance and shunt admittance,respectively,
per unit length of transmission line.
The circuit analogue for Eqs.(III-4.12) and (III-4.13) is given
in Fig.(III-6 ). In the absence of ions (wp 2 = 0) the circuit
reduces to the series capacitance ro and the shunt capacitance
Br dz
toaz which is the circuit analogue of a cutoff radially symmetric
empty waveguide mode. The ions, in effect, add inductances so that
a waveguide can become a propagating structure at low frequencies,
a series positive reactance and a shunt negative reactance (or vice
versa) beirg necessary for a transmission line to support propagation.
From transmission line theory we know that if the z - dependence
e-rz is assumed, then
r2 = y
If we substitute the equivalent Z and Y of Eqs. (III-4.12) and
(III-4.13) into this expression we arrive at the result that
r2 - ez2
This result is important for it shows that the first order magnetic
field is consistent with the quasi-static approximation. Recall that
since it was assumed = -VV, thenVx E = 0 from which = 0; but
having found our assumed t consistent with the set of low frequency
equations, q.(D-l) to (D-5), we proceeded to calculate H as a first
order perturbation of our assumed solution through Ampere's Circuital
Law (Appendix D).
The characteristic impedance of a transmission line is given by
----P I_
--- 14-r--r .-I -  ._  ___
I
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Fig. (III-6). Circuit analogue for quasi-static plasma waves.
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Zo = 4Z7/ . Hence for the radial ion modes
1 w2 Or2
Z o - -w2 r (III-4.14)
which is real for z real (in pass bands) and imaginary for 8z
imaginary (in attenuation bands). If we have a system with only a
forward travelling wave in the plasma, the z - component of
Poyntinggs vector is given by
Sz 2 rH 2 Zo IHe1 (III-4.15)
Here we see that real power flows in the z-direction in the plasma when
Bz is real. For Bz real and w < pi , Z is positive - hence the power
flow is in the positive z-direction. For z real and w > pi we see
from Eq. (III-4.14) that Zo is negative - hence the power flow is in
the negative z-direction; this occurs because the group velocity
-a< 0
for wi 2 + wi2 > 2 > w 2 when w > c and for w2 + 22fpior ci Pi Pi pici 
> W > ci2 when wci > w, (See Figs. (III-4) and (III-5)).
The quasi-static approximation seems to give reliable results.
Numerical computations of the propagation constant from the quasi-
static expression agree for several decimal places with computations
from the exact determinantal equation, Eq.(III-2.2). In the following
sections we consider specific boundary value problems and make use of
the quasi-static approximation.
ITmI- Qasi-Static Ion Filled Waveguide
For a waveguide that is completely filled with an ion plasma
[b = a in Fig.(III-3)], the only boundary condition to be met is
that the quasi-static potential vanish on the waveguide walls. As
shown in the previous section for the radially symmetric plasma waves
V (r,z) = VoJ o (rr) e zz
~~ ~~-··lll s~~~~~~~~·I~~~ L~~~ lll -P I~ -.
··--·I)-LI(IY II IX--- C-Il I
The boundary condition V(b,z) = 0 requires that Jo (rb) = 0 -- hence
Orb = 2.405, 5520, 8.654, etc., the roots of the zero order Bessel
function. For a given drift tube radius then, rb can assume an infinite
number of discrete values, thus giving us an infinite number of radially
symmetric modes; in Fig. (III-7) the transverse variation of V (r,z)
is sketched for a few values of rb. The dispersion relation for the
ion filled waveguide is given by the ion plasma determinantal equation,
Eq. (III-4.5) where Br takes on the discrete values described above,
III-6 Quasi-Static Waveguide Partly Filled with Ions
The analysis of the waveguide that is partly filled with a non-
drifting plasma [ b < a as in Fig. (III-3)] is not so simple as the
completely filled waveguide since the more involved boundary conditions
result in transcendental equations that must be solved simultaneously
with Eq. (III-4.5) to obtain the dispersion relation. The quantity
Or for this case is a function of frequency, a fact which further
comnlicates the situation. No numerical solutions for this case
have been computed because of the tedious labor that would be involved.
Rather here, the equations are analyzed and the dispersion relations
are sketched qualitatively. Such a qualitative analysis - if it is
possible, as is the case here - is more valuable than a lot of
computed curves since it brings more into evidence the general be-
haviour.
In this case we must consider the fields in the vacuum, region II.
The fields in the vacuum are described by the quasi-static equations
II - VII (III-6.1)
V2VII = 0 (III-6.2)
In cylindrical coordinates the solution to Laplace's equation, Eqo
(III-6.2), for circularly symmetric fields is
VI I - [A 10 (zr) + B Ko(Bzr) e Z Z
_ _IlC^ I___·_I__I_____II1_*_---11_··_11 - -1__(.111--(---·-_-^L--^-h----l 1._1 L -
(III-6o3)
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Fig. (III-7)
r - dependence of quasi-static
potential for ion filled
waveguide.
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where A and B are constants yet to be determined by boundary conditions
and I o and Ko are the zero order modified Bessel functions of the first
and second kind, respectively. From Eqs. (III-6.1) and (III-6,3) the
electric field components in the vacuum are
Er I = -ez A Il (zr) - B K1 (zr)] eZz (III-6.4)
EII = Jz [ A I o (r) + B K (zr)] e- j Zz (III-6.5)
II
At r = a we have the boundary condition that Ez = 0; this is
equivalent t o
VI I (a) = 0 (111-6.6)
At r = b the boundary condition that E II (b) = E I (b) is
equivalent to
VI I (b) = VI (b) (III-67)
In the plasma we have seen that
V = Vo J o (rr) e-j
hence from this expression and the boundary conditions Eqs. (III-6.6)
and (III-6.7) the constants A and B are evaluated with the result
Io(Bza)Io($zr) - 0( a) o(Ozr)
VI I = VoJo($rb) . e-jz (111-6.8)
Io(Bza)
I (O b) - 10(oza) K0 ($zb)
The negative of the gradient of VI I yields
Sz J= jBzV (III-6.9)
_I -
_^_I----Pls··--LIP-Y--IC··-·-·-·---- (.I I_.I---·LI·--L-LI I---_-·III··ILYYII -U--^-·i--
Io(~za)
I (zr) + o(za) K (Bzr)
'c _O . . ...II
r - zVoJ o (rb)
Io (ezb) o (Pza)
X0 (Oza
Ko (zb)
e-Jiz z
(III-6.10)
At r = b we have the additional boundary condition that
ErII (b)) + /Co (III-6. 11)
from Eq. (I-3.4) The equivalent surface charge density is given by
0" PoVir Jirjw lr=b i- I r=b
from Eq. (I-31); but, since from Eq. (C-3)
2
Jir = JWo Wc i Er
we have from Eq. (III-6.11)
Er2 (
ErI I (b) = 1 + : - Er I (b) (III-6.12)
The substitution of Eqs.(III-610) and (III-4.8) into (III-6.12) yields
the boundary matching equation
Wpi + Wci2 2
Uci2 - w2
Jl (rb)8rb
J ( rb)
Io(5za)
I1(ezb) + EZa Kl(zb)
I (ZbIo) - za) Ko(Ozb)
iY ( zya
This equation and the now familiar plasma determinantal equation,
Eq. (III-4-.5), when solved simultaneously, give the dispersion, z
as a function of , for the waveguide partly filled with ions.
(III-6.13)
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Before further discussion, we must recognize that the plasma
potential, V I = VO Jo(Orr) e-j 8 zZ, is not the only circularly symmetric
solution to the set of quasi-static plasma equations, Eqs.(D-1) to
(D-5). The potential function
VI = Vo Io (rr) e-IzZ
is a bonafide solution of or system;
determinant al equati on
2 w2 (wpi2+wci -2 2
(Wpi-w2 ) (wcjW@)
(III-6.14)
this solution gives the plasma
~2 (III-6.15)
which differs only in the minus sign from Elq (III-4.5). This solution,
the modified Bessel function solution, pertains to what is called a
"surface wave" and the ordinary Bessel function solution pertains to a
"body wave".8 In the surface wave the ac charge is most dense at the
surface of the plasma, whereas, in the body wave, the maximum ac charge
density occurs at the center of the plasma.
In effect, all relations concerned with the surface wave are found
from the body wave relatbns through the substitution ,r = JC°ro Recal-
ling that Jo(jx) = Io(x) and Jl(jx) = jIl(x), we obtain the similar
relations for the surface wave from Eqs. (III-6.8) and (III-6.13),
IIV = VoIo(OXrb)
I( Io( z(a)I zr o) - (za Ko (zr)
Io (Ozb ) - K( Ko(ozb)
Ko o ZT)
e- j- zz (III-6.16)
_~I_ ~ · II~--IIC-·~·IYI~llpIlll_···III~l i~l~^ 
-----aCII··YY--^··-· Il·i·-)_i·IIX--i- -·I--LXUI1-^.-
-I_LII ·.·_·LPL·-----^·_-111 I ·II _CI II-
Wpi2 + Wi2 __2 l ( r b )
W i 2 2 orb I (%b)
ci - o(arb)
Io (za)
Il(Ozb) + COT-a Kl( zb)
-5zb -(III-6o17)
Io(zb) )(za) Ko (zb)
The problem now is to obtain z as a function of cu from Eqs.
(III-4.5) und (III-6.13) for the case of the body wave, and from
Eqs. (III-615) and (III-6.17) for the case of the surface wave-
curves which aid in the analysis are sketched in Figs. (III-8), to
(III-10). Both the right hand side of Eq.(III-615) and the right
hand side of Eq. (III-6.17) must be positive in order for the surface
wave to propagate (S, real); also, the right hand side of Eqo(III-6.17)
Il (Mrb)is always greater than p, b for a finite [Fig. (III-8)] and %rb Io -b)
is always less than rb [Fig.(III-10)]: from this information it is
easily shown that the surface wave propagates for > only and
in the frequency range wci < < j woi2+2ci2 Similarly, both the
right hand side of Eq.(III-.5) and the right hand side of Eq.(III-6.13)
must be positive in order for the body wave to propagates from the
nature of these equations, we conclude that the body wave propagates
in the frequency ranges 0 < w c wct and wpi < Wp i2+ci 2 for
Wpi > Wci; and in 0 < w < wpi and Wtc wp < jWpi2+Wc2 for Wc pi ,
A careful study of Eqs.(III-4.5),(III-6.13),(IIII-615), and
(III-6.17) in conjunction with Figs. (III-4),(III-5),(III-8),(III-9),
and (III-10) finally yields the propagation constant as a function
of w as sketched in Figs.(III-11) and (III-12). Here we see that z
vs. w has approximately the same character as the filled waveguide
case except for the introduction of the surface wave. Note that the
surface wave appears only for the lowest circularly symmetric mode
since the left hand side of Eq. (III-6.17) is not repetitive as is the
_  __ I__
·_ II11III11I-- IIIPI·-··lla··ICIIi-I^-----. _---I_ 1_II1 liC- --. ___ _·I·I --_
left hand side of -Eq.(III-6.13); the repetitive nature of Eq. (III-6.13)
accounts for the infinite set of modes, all of which are body waves.
At w = wci, there is a continuous transition in the lowest radial mode
from the body wave to the surface wave. Several potential variations
for the partly filled waveguide are sketched in Fig. (III-13).
III-7 Summary of Chapter
In this chapter the properties of waveguides loaded with a stationary
ion plasma were studied. It was found that at high frequencies, fre-
quencies comparable to the empty waveguide cutoff, the waves behaved as
if the plasma were absent. For low frequencies it was demonstrated
that a very simplified approach to the problem, the quasi-static
approach, gave solutions which reasonably approximated the exact
solutions. It was found that the presence of the plasma enabled a
waveguide which would be ordinarily cutoff to become a propagating
structure in two low frequency bands.
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F(x,a/b)
*T, (Y " 
F(x,a/b) = - x
Io Io ( a/b) o (x)
K0 (x a/b)
a/b = constant
asymptot e
1
x
Fig. (:II-8). Sketch of right hand side of Eqs.(III-6.13) and
(II I-6. 17 );
For a/b = a,
x = Bzb. As
F(x,a/b) = x.
ln(a/b)
I I II  I I I I I III II II I I
_·___I L _11_ _I _ _____ _II __ - I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
X *.. * P (xa/b) - x.
0
J1 (x)
x
Sketch of factor in left hand side of Eq.(III-6.13);
x = Or b .
x
Fig. (III-10). Sketch of factor in left hand side of Eq. (III-6.17);
x = r b .
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Fig. (III-9).
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surface wave
1
w
"1 L w-Pi-- - wo iri c r
2
Fig.(III-11). Sketch of - B diagram for b/a < 1, pi > Wcie
The numbers indicate the order of the radial mode.
All modes 1 have the same pass bands. The
surface wave exists where indicated; the rest of
the diagram corresponds to body waves.
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3
w
H- w2+ci2 '
Fig. (III-12). Sketch of w - diagram for b/a < 1, Wpi Wci.
The numbers indicate the order of the radial mode.
All modes have the same pass bands. All waves
in this case are body waves.
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(a) Body wave, first radial mode;
o < w < Wci for pi > wci or
O < < Wpi for Wci > Wpio
V0
b a 0
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(b) Surface wave 2-2-
Wci W +Wpi for wpi WciV 2
V
r
(c) Body wave, first radial mode;
Wpi < < pi+wci 2 for pi>Wci or O < u for 
Wci < w (<for wci>wpi 0<Wiw for Wci  > 
Fig.(III-13) r - dependence of quasi-static potential for various
conditi ons.
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Chapter IV
A MECHANISM OF SUSTAINING OSCILLATIONS
IV -1 Introduct ion
A possible mechanism of sustaining ion oscillations is studied
in this chapter. The study is largely an extension of the preliminary
examination of Jepsen, who calculates the energy transfer from oscillat-
ing ions to a beam for the case of one dimensional fields in the
plasma9. Here the method of Jepsen is extended to embrace an ion plasma
with the fields described in the preceeding chapter.
It is assumed that we have an ion loaded resonator consisting of
a drift tube of length L and radius a, gridded on either end, through
which an electron beam of radius b passes (Fig.IV-l). All the ions
are assumed to be trapped in the beam and to neutralize it, and it is
assumed that the field solutions of Chapter III are applicable. The
energy exchange between the fields in the resonator and the electron
beam is calculated.
IV - 2 Ion Loaded Resonat or
If ideal grids, which are in effect shorting planes, are inserted
at z = 0 and z = L in the ion loaded cylindrical waveguide [Fig.(III-3)]
we have an ion loaded cavity. The cavity resonates at an infinite
number of discrete frequencies; the resonant frequencies for the
circularly symmetric modes are found from the results of the previous
chapter. At a low resonant frequency, wmn,the fields in the plasma in
the cavity are iven by the potential functions expressed in real form
V = Vo Jo (rmr) sin zz cos mnt (IV-2.l)
or
VI Vo I (arlr) sin z z cos Wlmt (IV-2.2)
from Eqs.(D=6) and (III-6.14). The propagation constant pz is now
restricted so that the potential vanishes at z = 0 and z = L, that is,
- -I -I 1_1 1111 ---- -------^ ·------rr- L-^- · --- ---·rr- ··l·r·^·_-;rr-l^r-Ir··r^__--rrrlr- I __I --
I
z = L
ideal grid
z =0
modulated beam
beam + trapped ions
nvacuuml
IZ
unmodulated beam
Fig. (IV-l) Ion loaded resonator traversed by a beam.
_ __ 1 _11_·_1_111_1_11___I·l·Il-·IPlli·l( 
I-----m--·(I--1---- -- -II 
_·
(IVw2.3)
Hence (IV-2.l) and (IV-2.2) may be rewritten
V = V Jo (rmr) sin - z cos Wmnt (IV-2.4)
I nnT
V = V0 Io (rlr) sin z cos w t (IV--25)
The subscript n is the number of half wavelengths in the length
L and the subscript m is the order of the radial mode; ar carries the
subscript 1, for, if the potential of Eq. (IV=25) exists at all, it
will be for the first, or lowest order, radial mode.
Given an m and n, there are two low frequeney resonances; for the
case pi > Wci, one occurs between 0 and"Pi +Wci and the other
between wpi and pi +eci 2 for Wci > pi, one occurs between 0 and
[ 2-2-
Wpi and the other between Wci andFpi +Wci . (There is also a very
high frequency resonance, but this is of no interest here since it
is the same as that of the empty cavity) The resonant frequencies
are determined graphically as shown n Figs, (IV-l) and (IV-2). For
a/b > 1 it is necessary to determine the resonant frequencies
graphically; however for the cavity completely filled with ions, r
is constant with frequency for a given radial mode and the resonant
frequency may be found analytically from Eq. (III-4.5).
IV 3 Energy Transfer
Jepsen calculates the energy transfer from the ion loaded
resonator to an average electron of the beam for the following
conditions:
1. The electrons enter the plane z = 0 with
velocity iz v0 .
2. The transit time of the electron over the
distance L, L w being the
frequency of oscillation.
-- I I -- _·-·---
-·--^llsr·-------*--rr311- -rllr_.l.
---· -- __
Oz L = nTT - n = 1, 2, .
7Wll Wci 12 13
2 2
Wpj i2+W C i 2
2
-4'
L)-
I
W1 2 12 II
Fieg (IV-2) Graphical determination of resonant frequencies,
Wpi > Wci, first radial mode.
A_
W, I Ir II \. I
m3 m2 ml
Fig. (IV-3) Graphical determination of resonant fremquencies,
Wci > Wpij for any given radial mode.
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3. The ion resonator has an infinite cross-section
so that the fields are one dimensional. There
is a pure longitudinal field, Ez, meaning that
the only oscillation frequency possible is
w = Wpi; this is easily shown from the relations
in Chapter I I.
After a procedure of successive approximations, Jepsen found that on
the average, the ratio between-the energy transferred from the oscil-
lating ions to an electron traversing the gap of length L and the
energy of the electron at z = 0 is
W F (nTT) (IV-3 )
fo z=L 2(nTr) 2 ooV-3
where Vo is the amplitude of the potential of the longitudinal field
in the resonator, U is the dc voltage of the beam at z = 0,
U m vo2
Q is the transit angle of the electron,
wL
vo
1 2
and F(x) - x sin x - 2 sin x - (1- cos x)J. Equation (IV-3.1) can
also be interpreted as the negative of the fraction of beam power
transferred to the resonator,
For n even, F(nTT) = 0, and there is no energy transfer from the
ions to the electrons. For n odd, (nTr) = -2, and Eq. (IV-3.1) becomes
We -1 /Vo2 2
Wo (n o T (IV-? 2)
0 n~) 7o
- 1111 1 - --111------
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Here we see that for n odd, the average energy transferred from the
ions to the electrons is negative. Thus the energy transfer is
actually from the beam to the ions for n odd, a mechanism which
could possibly supply enough energy to the ions to build up and
maintain oscillations. The fraction of beam power transferred to
the resonator is given by We for n odd.
The above result for the one dimensional resonator may be
extended for the resonator with finite cross-section by averaging
We which is for the finite case a function of the transverse
dimensions, over the beam cross-section. Thus for the circularly
symmetric modes, the time average fraction of the beam power trans-
ferred to the ions is
2Tr b
1 ePei J We r) rdrde
Pb - v 1 J Wo
where
We (r) 1 (V(r)2 2
and
V(r) = V J0 (rr)
Hence
Pei - (n)2 V [ bbei = (V) ~2 [Jo (r ) + 12 (orb)] (IV-3,3)
or for
V(r) = Vo I o (r),
Pei 1 Vo 32
e )(n r 2 2 [Io 2 (crb) - I12(:rb)] (IV-3.4)
where V is the same as in Eqs. (IV-2.4) and (IV-2.5). The average
power transferred from the beam to ions is Pei and the entrance
II -- ~ --
- ·IIIYII^--l·
- .- .
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power of the beam is Pb = IoUo . Equations (IV-3.3) and (IV-3.4)
differ from the one dimensional case by a geometry factor.
For the finite case, there are transverse electric fields
which impart transverse velocity components to the electrons
traversing the gap - this constitutes an energy flow from the
resonator to the beam, the magnitude of which we now calculate.
From Eq.. (I-2.5) the equations for the transverse motion of an
electron are
dvr e
dTr = n mEr - wceG (IV-3.5)
dv
d = Wcevr (IV-3.6)
Since it is assumed that the transit time is very short compared
with the period of the oscillation and that vo > > vIel, then
d 
and the equations of motion now become
8ver e
- Er - ce vee (IV-37)
bveee
-vee = Pce ver (IV-3.8)
where ce -= e
Again,, ince the transit time is so short, we assume that during the
transit of a single electron, the field does not change with time.
We further assume that the deflection of the electron is very small,
so that finally the radial electric field seen by a single electron is
Er = r V J1 (rro) sin Bzz cos wto
-- L I I ----..  ---1--·111---·--·--Y--·-·- --- -r--^.---
--I----- I -· _ _
(Iv-3.9)
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or
Er = - r V I (rro) sin Ezz cos wto (IV-3.1o)
where to is the time at which the electron enters the cavity and ro
is the radius at which it enters. Using Eq. (IV-3.9) in Sqs. (IV-3.7)
and (IV-3.8) and the boundary conditions that at z = 0 vr = e = 0,
the solution obtained is
ver = A (cos - os ceZ)
ce
Ve = A B sin Pzz - sin cez)
e =Br 
= miv- -2c z V 0 J1 (rro) cos wto
o B 4fece
(IV-3.11)
(IV-3.12)
(IV-313)
The ratio between the energy gained by an electron and the
entrance energy of the electron is
ver (L) + ve ( 1L) A2
er- (1 cos2 nr - 2 cos n cos ceL)
V 0 V 0
which for n odd becomes
A2
2 (1 + cos ceL)
Vo2
The average power transferred from the resonator to the beam is the
value of the last expression averaged over all entrance times to, and
all entrance radii ro,
2?t
2T b
Pie w A2ie = * I 2 222c(1 + cos ceL) rdr0 ode dto
b J o J - ( c
where
___LII___  1_1
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The evaluation of this integral yields
Pie = ( Vo) (;z) 2 (1 + os ceL) [J 2(Or b )
Pb rz O(c
+ Jo 2 Jo (rb) 1 (rb)o (IV3.14)
which is the average power transferred from the ions to the beam in
nT
imparting transverse velocities to the electrons; note that z = T'
where n is odd.
It now remains to investigate the magnitude of the power flow from
the ions to the beam Pie with respect to the power flow from the beam
to the ions Pei, From Eqs. (IV-3.3) and (IV-3.14) we have
Pie 1 + cos ceL Fr/L
fei7 4 2 \P Z-ce i
2 Jo(Brb) Jl(rb) ]
Brb Jl2(rb) + JoZ(Orb)
n
where n2 -, n odd.
A necessary, but not a sufficient condition since losses are neglected,
Pie
for sustaining oscillations is Mei < 1; that is the net power flow
must be from the beam to the ions. Since (1 + cos ceL) < 2 and
since the quantity enclosed by the square brackets in Eq. (IV-3.15)
is always between 1 and 0, we can in general conclude that for the
system to oscillate,
Pie 8 ( (r/L 23
Fes I :5 F2 z'c
___ _II__IIIC1I_·_·_____IP_
_IIYP----·--·II -P--sDI·LY·--·II--·L··LI-III_-·
This expression is evaluated for a numerical example in Appendix E.
Note that for the field variations of Eq.(IV-2.5) we replace rb by
by jirb, Jo(rb ) by Io (crb), and Jl(orb) by jIl(arb); gives us a
similar relation for Eq(IV-3.15) and the limiting value, Eq.(IV-3.16),
is the same.
Equation (IV-3.15) indicates that there are several parameters
which determine whether or not oscillations will be sustained.
Presumably, the modes and frequencies of oscillation, for which the
net power flow from the beam to the resonator is the greatest, build
up the fastest and strongest. Thus the lower values of n seem most
favorable as modes of oscillation. Also, it seems from Eq. (IV-3.15)
that larger magnetic fields Bo give larger net power flows from the
beam to the ions. Modes with smaller values of r would be more
favorable also; as Br approaches zero, we approach the one dimensional
case, where no transverse velocities are imparted to the electrons,
and there is a small feedback of power from the resonator to the beam.
Because of the power losses that are incurred in physical system
through collisfions, wall losses, ion drainage, etc., the criterion
for oscillation is
ie 1 - (I- 3.17)
Pei re
where PL is the power dissipated through losses. Thus with losses
it seems that the higher order modes that could oscillate in the
absence of loss would not be excited and for some cases even the
lowest mode would not support oscillations if Pie/Pei were not
small enough.
C I_^_ __ __ 11 1111-1-1_-.1---1_ -L-P. P^L·IIIII· -Pillll^-.. -.- _s_- - ·-S
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Chapter V
CONCLUDING REMAPRM
The propagation of waves in a system that consists of a metal
drift tube and a plasma composed of an electron beam and stationary
ions was considered, and the difficulties involved in solving the
total problem as we have stated it, without further assumptions and
approximations, were indicated. For the particular case, in which
the plasma consisted of stationary ions alone, it was found that the
mathematics of the problem became simpler than that of the total
problem, and field solutions and an interpretable determinantal
equation wn found. The problem for a plasma of ions alone was
simplified by the introduction of the quasi-static assumption
which allowed us to find the dispersion in an ion-loaded waveguide
without too much difficulty.
A cavity that consisted of a gridded section of ion-loaded
waveguide was considered. A beam was injected into this cavity;
it was assumed that the fields in the cavity were unperturbed by
the beam. The power transfer from the beam to the cavity Pei
was calculated on the basis of Jepsen's results. The power feed-
back from the cavity to the beam Pie was calculated on the basis
that it is derived from the imparting of transverse velocity
components to the electrons. From these kinematic calculations
of power transfer it was concluded that the cavity traversed by
the beam would be an oscillator if the right-hand side of Eq.
(IV-3.15) had a value of less than unity; that is, if the net power
flow was from the beam to the cavity. The criterion for oscillation
is slightly modified if losses are taken into account [Eq. (IV-3.17)].
For the case of a plasma of ions alone (Chapter III), the exact
field solutions, when approximated for low frequencies, indicated
__I·_ I_) ··LLI-· ---t·- l· .- -I·--.-- -.--.---·^ -...- ---I I-PI IIIII1I1_-II IC-·--_
_ · ·- ^-·PIYII---·I(I·_IIIYIIIIIV·I_---·
that the low-frequency approximations could be reached by taking a
different approach - the quasi-static approach. Hence, the quasi-
static assumptions, 1 = - VV, was made for the low-frequency ion
solutions and valid results were obtained, the validity being
exemplified by the close correlation between the exact and approxi-
mate solutions. The quasi-static approach, which has been used
extensively elsewhere, offers a very simple approach to field
problems that are encountered in tube study, and it is the opinion
of the author that a basic proof of the validity of the quasi-
static assumption is needed. Probably, with some rigor, the quasi-
static assumption can be proved valid from the basic equations of
Chapter I.
We must note that for some unexplained reason, the quasi-
static approach gives incomplete results, as illustrated in
Chapter III. Under the quasi-static assumption we obtain a
determinantal equation which gives two waves, a forward-travelling
and a backward-travelling wave. On the other hand, in the exact
solution, there are four waves, two forward- and two backward-
travelling. It so happens in the problem of a plasma of ions alone
that the quasi-static approach gives us the waves that are of
interest; but care must be exercised, for in different problems, some
interesting modes might not show up as a result of using this
approach.
The validity of the basic assumptions (uniform d.c. charge
densities, no thermal motion, no collisions, etc.) and the quasi-
static assumption for the case of a plasma of ions alone has been
verified experimentally. Using the same assumptions, R. W. Gould
and A. W. Trivelpiece have developed independently some of the
theory of the ion-loaded waveguide presented in this thesis, and
Is I_ ·___C_ IY^I_______I__11_1_____ _---I IIIIILWT-·^--L -YI--l -I·-^IC--·I_^-L-U*I-_
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they have actually verified experimentally the dispersion in an ion-
loaded waveguide that is predicted by the theory. The stationary ion
cloud with which they worked was an electron gas derived from a
mercury discharge. This work is presented in a forthcoming paper.
In Chapter III, the ion-loaded waveguide was studied in two
different forms - the completely filled waveguide and the partly
filled waveguide. It was found for wpi < Wci that both the filled
and partly filled waveguides have the same passbands and stop bands.
However, for Wci < wpif the lowest pass bands differ for each
ones for the filled waveguide, the lowest pass band is 0 < w < (w
whereas for the partly filled waveguide, the lowest pass band is
2 2w +w
< < 3 i ci2
For the partly filled waveguide (b/a < 1, Wci < Wpi, lowest
radial mode), the upper-frequency cutoff of the lowest pass band,
wi + Wci2 24 p 2 c , is independent of b/a; but apparently, from the
mathematical results of Sections (III-5) and (III-6), as soon as we
have b/a = 1 (the filled waveguide), the upper cutoff of the lowest
radial mode becomes Wci. Such a discontinuous behaviour is not
intuitively expected and, at the moment is neither mathematically nor
physically understood.
The net energy transfer from the beam to the ion-loaded cavity
described in Chapter IV is suggested as a possible oscillation
mechanism, Whether or not this is the correct mechamism that is
responsible for plasma oscillations remains to be demonstrated
experimentally. One could test experimentally the criterion for
_ I_ _ _q _C ___I _· _I__I___IIUIL___I___---- --1^--_·II1 1_1 -X·_IL^L-·l·III-P·------_l----· I^1I - -·I---- I --
oscillation Eq.(IV-3.14), or q.(IV-3.17) if losses are appreciable]
in order to determine the validity of this explanation.
Some further theoretical studies of propagation in plasma loaded
waveguides have been made. In a forthcoming paper, to which the
author has contributed, the quasi-static approach is applied to a
waveguide loaded with both stationary ions and a drifting beam.ll
The results of this paper show that there are several waves in such
a waveguide that resemble waves found in both travelling-wave and
backward-wave devices. This paper suggests that these waves are the
possible mechanism of oscillation. The differences or similarities
between the mechanism described in this thesis and that of the
forthcoming paper have not been investigated, but it is the feeling
of the author that they are closely related.
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Appendix A
DERIVATIONS OF BASIC EQUATIONS
The quantities considered are
(a) Electric Field 0 + E e j w t
(b) Magnetic Field } + Lo e jUt
(c) Electron Charge Density -Po + Pe eWt
(d) Electron Current Density Jo + Je eJWt
(e) Electron Velocity :o + Ve jwt
(f) Ion Charge Density P + Pi ejt
(g) Ion Current Density 0 + Ji ejWt
(h) Ion Velocity 0 + i ejwt
The quantities E, H, Pe, Je e, Pi, Ji. vi are complex small
signal quantities; o, Pv, 0, o are dc quantities.
Maxwell9s Equations for the small signal quantities in the
plasma read
U7x = J + jwcoi (A-l)
Vx 2 = -w. 02 (A-2)
7. = p/co (A-3)
V. = o (A-4)
where J = Je + Ji pd p = Pe + i.
Now
Vx Vx H -j 7x : I -jwJ + k1
where k2 = w2copo = w2 /c 2 . By definition of the vector Laplacian
72 2: V(V'= ) -7 x 7 
and Eq. (A-3), the vector wave equation for 2, becomes
2m + k2 iA = jwILJ +VP/o (
Similarly
Vx Vx = Vx + k2
I III·Y··(--·IIIIY·_·I -- ··llll·YII11--.lslI---·-··---C·P ·-C·- -I- -I- -
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Using the definition of the vector Laplacian
d q. ( VA-) we arrive at the vector wave eqtion for
and Eq.(A-4) we arrive at the vector wave equation for H
V2 + k = V (I-2.2)
The total current density is composed of both the electron and
ion current densities or
= +9i =J i jWtge =+ i = 5o + e e~t
where
e = Jo + J ejwt
and
i = Ji e jW t
total ion current.
Now
9 = (-P + e eWt) (v + e ejt)
Hence, neglecting second order terms
Jo = Poo
and
Qe = PeVo - CoVe
Similarly we obtain
Ji = Povi
(A-5)
(A-6)
since the ions have no dc component of velocity. Conservation of
electrons requires that
-I pi ---· III-*.^·--YL.- I-- -----1_._1I ·-IIU*II_·ICgP··ICI^L--YI1-LI_-_-__
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VS'e + jwpe = 0 (A-7)
the electron continuity equation, and conservation of ions,
Ve'i + jWPi = 0 (A-8)
the ion continuity equation.Substituting (A-5) into (A-7) we obtain
V' (Peo) Po ' Ve + WPe = 
But
V' (Peo) = ( ' zPevo) = ' (PeVo) = i-JzvoPe
since it is assumed that all ac quantities have the z - dependence
e - j z z. Therefore
V 
w·(
where e = w Substitution of (A-9) into (A-5) gives
wre = Po -
L( - 3e
(A-9)
(A-10)
Finally (A-10) and (A-6) yield
J = O i - e +
V'e jv] (I-2.3)
jQW(l1 F)
The total charge density is p ejWt
equations (A-6) and (A-8) we get
Pi = - j Pojw
= (Pe + Pi) e t' From
-1 --- ------ - _ _ I-
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Hence from equation (A-9)
P = o v (I-24)
-e jw-]jw(l W ) 3
The equation of motion of an electron is given by the non-
relativistic force equation
m e d -- e ( +'Ve xB3 ) (A11)
where
Ve = Vo + Ve et
= _ I e j w t
to 0+ P H ejwt
Now
d"V ex bVex 6'Vex dx 6b/ex dY bVex dz
dt bt bx dt by dt az dt
b a
Since ~ = jw and $- = -j, the result, when second order terms are
neglected, is
dt _ jw(l Fe ) ve e(A12)
where e = -* Similarly
d t (1 - e ejit (A-13)
and
dt j-- (l- e) \ vez(A-1
In effect, for electrons,
 s Is _·
--- 
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d = j (1 - F) (A-15)
Using relations (A-12), (A-13), and (A-14) and neglecting second
order terms in e x ~ we find the equation of motion for the
electrons is
-Jwme (2jme (1 - A) Ve 3 + e x + oV o x ) (I-2.5)
By replacing -e by q, me by mi, e by vi, and letting vo = 0 since
the ions are not drifting, we obtain the equation of motion for
the ions,
Jqmi vi ( + i x o) (I-2.6)q
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Appendix B
FORMULATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The ripple in the boundary between the plasma and the vacuum
can be approximated by a sheet of ac surface charge and surface
current. This is accomplished by calculating the current and
charge contained in the ripple and reducing them to equivalent
surface quantities on the dc boundary of the plasma [See Fig.
(B-1)]. The ripple is made up of both ions and electrons; there-
fore, the surface charge is composed of contributions from both..
The total ac surface charge density -= e + G i and the total
surface current density K = Re + i.
For the case of a circular cylindrical plasma, the contribution
of the electrons to the equivalent surface charge and current is
calculated as follows. Let Abeejw t be the radial displacement
of an electron at r = b due to an excitation. The disturbed radial
coordinate of the electron is therefore given by b +be e j t where
Abe is a function of b, , and z, the z - dependence being e zZ 9
LIbel <<b. Consider the small element of volume on the dc
boundary of the plasma as shown in figure C-1. The electron
continuity equation in integral form reads e-dA + a2- = 
where e is the total electron charge enclosed by the volume.
-e= jwQe = jWT'ee wt bLekz
where G e is the equivalent electron surface charge density.
Therefore
jw Oe e + 1 jAfz edi O
or integrating the current over the volume element, neglecting
I·Yrrr-r--·- I ·--- --- -·-- -·-p ---·--- --_r_·- I^I·--r^--- I-~rr~- ·-~ ·  1·1·--- ~1-.·-14-4 1I_--_-__ -._. I.. - ...... -------- I I~-- -4 1 1 141 
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Abe + L be) Az] e i
et + ,e z e Jtaz
Abe
, eiwb)]ej
e et
J +
lbb Wa~bb e) e.r Jee e
'a e
Fig. (B-1). Volume element from rippled boundary used to determine
equivalent electron surface charge and surface current.
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terms of the second order, and dividing out et , we obtain
jw GO e - Jer + Jo 6z (Lbe) = 0
Now Jer = -PoverI r = b' Jo = -Povo, and - = -j~z; also ver -
d(Abe) jw (1 z )Abe from Eq. (A-15)
Consequently
Abe - r fb(B1)
jw(l -F)
and
O~ = -Ver r=b (
e JW(- p0 (B-2)
jw(1 __
Again from Fig. (B-), we see by neglecting second order terms,
we obtain that Ee = iz Xez = iz JoNbe. Therefore from Eq. (C-1)
Ke iz -Ver bPO (B-3)
je(1l - e)
The contributions of the ions is calculated in a similar manner
with the result that
Lbi -_ irlr=b (B-4)jw
C' Vir I r=b
1- irjrb (B-5)
i i 0 o (B-6)
Combination of the electron and ion contributions yields
__II___I_P_ _I_·__)II 1~1C·- -I-·*IC~-~·l~I~·--·-~-·l··l ll~-
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C = Ivir Ver (I-3.1)
w(1 Fe r =b
and
a - JPoVer (I-3.2)
zRe - Ozr = b
The procedure for calculating G' and ! for,\plasma of arbitrary
de cross-section follows in a similar manner with the result that
P = 'p1o ven - 3 (B-7)
e - zE : iz -e'z (B-8)
where n is the unit vector normal to the dc surface of the plasma
and pointing from the plasma to the vacuum. The velocities vi and
Ve are computed at the dc surface S as indicated by the subscript
eS
of--1~- 11~·_~^ 1- 1 
_ I
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Appendix C
SOLUTION IN CIRCULARLY SYMMETRIC ION PLASMAS
The basic equations for this case are
V2 + k = jwpZ +V (V -)
J j _i x z - jwC o IW  0 W-=
(C-1)
(0-2)
Equation (C-2) is obtained by combining Eqs. (III-3.2) and (III-3.3).
Equation (0-2) when expressed in matrix form reads
1
wc
0
Wci
JT 0 Jr Er
1 0 | J = -jwo W2
0 1 J _z
from which we obtain
jwpJr = - k2 Wpi r -
- Ci w. Er- j
LWci -w
_ k2 j WCi Wpi
LW Wci 
-W
jwpJz k2 w? 
Wci
w Wci2
Wpi2
Er + w 2
WcZ ~U
Now
V-E = ir ( + r ) + i e + z +
therefore, from Eqs.(1II-3.4) to (III-3.6),
V.E = (BrB - jBzA) Jo(rr) e- j Bz z
Also
V(-E) - (r T i-r + i Fz z) ( ^:);
(0-3)
(C-4)
(0-5)
(0-6)
_III___LII1IIIIIIII__P I I _ I...--IIIIIIUIC--1L·L--·I--I__IIWIYI_-
_ _IIICIIIY·IY-UII·I··II*-- - l1--11 .
V( V.) = -r(-rB - jBzA) Jl(Srr) e j ozZ
-zzJz(OrB - JBzA) Jo(Brr)e- j zZ
The components of the vector Laplacian are
(V2)r = -TZ +
2Ez?(V ) = -- 
1 bEr Er 1 62E 0
r ar 2 + - a
r -6 - -rZ 
2 EG
r be
(C-7)
+ ar2 , 
az
1 e Ze 1 2BEe 2 bEr 62Ee
r r r rao r ae bz7
1 b zE
r r
1 62E z 621Ez
+ 7-2 +
rL as + z
from which we obtain
V27 : 2 2(-r 2 z) V 2- =z(-Or (C-8)
When Eqs.(C-3),(C-4),(C-5),(C-7), and (C-8) are substituted into
Eq. (C-1) we obtain after some manipulation
2+k wpi2wci 2 .jk 2 wc wpi 2
4 'k2 w2'W Ii2  2 e..
2.. . . 1 2..
2 wci Wpi2 - 2_p2
I- jk wci + k 2 w2wpi 2 -wci
p 2 - -- -- -- i -- 
-2+k2(1 w ) I JBzr I 0
A
B
C
0
0
0
(C-9)
Equation (C0-9) is a homogeneous set, hence the determinant of the
matrix is singular; the determinantal equation, q. (III-3.9), is
the expansion of the determinant of this matrix equated to zero.
hence,
·_1__··1^11 _1 __I I
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From Eq. (C-9) we obtain
A -jozor
-Or2 + k2 (1
o Wci Wpi 2
ci
ci
from which we get Eqs. (III-3.7) and (III-3.8).
The ac magnetic field can now be calculated from
-jAnd =V 2
where
Vx =
1
r r
izi( 1z r
rEor z
from which
jk2Wci pi2
Hr z J- -i2z_- {,p 2 BJ1(B r r) e-JAZ (-10)
2 2 2 2- 2 22 2 wWci2-wpi2
Or2 -z2+k ? 2 .
W =Wci
k2 (1 - pi 2 )
w-.2He = Z B J(Orr) e j ozz
W 2
Ipi )w-r2+k2 (1 -
(C-1l)
-------- ------------ 
---
-
......... _ 
_ _ 
.................................................................... 
..
I I I-srr -··-- I-· I ~ ~ ~ ~ A. 
- W-p I e. )
_O_2_0Z 2+k2
8 
be 6z
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z wp 2 2 2
_r Rz2_ 2k2 -Wi - w p i''0 I-).
W -Wci
.~ ~- ,~ .- 
---''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' I~-P.I-^^-"l.l-sl--UII111.- -- ..·  I, _-II^- LYI- 111-lii1 .
2Z Wi Wpi2
Or w co-e ;
B Jo(Rr) e-j~z (2)..
L
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Appendix D
QUASI-STATIC APPRXIMATI ON
For low frequency solution in the ion plasma we wok from the
equati ons
I = -V V
2V = - p/c0
= p0 V
V- + jwp = 
jwm = + v zB 
q o
(D-1)
(D-2)
(-3)
(D-4)
(D-5)
We assume that
V = VJ o (rr) e-jBzz (D-6)
Hence
Zr = rVoJl (rr) ejBzz
]z = jezVoJo (Brr) e- zz
E = 
When Eqs.(D-7) to (D-9) are substituted into qs. (C-3) to
which are derivable from (D-3) and (D-5) we obtain
(D-7)
(D-8)
(D-9)
(C-5)
__--_ _~~~~~_1II___ C _^I·YY_ LII .I ~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ·II ____-I_ II
Jr = JWoPr pi VoJ1 (rr)e j zz22
W 2 "2
Je = -Wcico~r 2 _WP Vo J (rr) e-j3zZ
Wci2-w
Jz = wCOB pi VoJo(Orr) ezz
From the components of J( and Eq. (D-4) we find that
p V i Or 2 8z ] Jo(,rr) e-jzz (D-10)
Since
V 2 V =V
we obtain from Eqs. (D-7) to (D-9)
72V = (Or2 + z2 ) VoJ o (rr) e- j 8 z z (D-ll)
and combining Eqs. (D-10) and (D-11) through Eq . (D-2) we get
2 2 W2 2 Wpi2
-(8r2 + Bz2 ) WPi r 2 _ z2
WUci2 -w 2
which gives 2 2(p i2+w,,2w2 2
22 2_2(12)(wPi -w ) (wci _ )
From the above steps we see that the assumed potential function V is
consistent with the revised set of basic equations, Eqs. (D-l) to
(D-5), and that the final results, Eqs.(D-7) to (D-9) and (D-12), are
the same as Eqs.(III-4.5), (III-4.7) to (III-4.9) which were obtained
as a result of using the exact set of small signal equations.
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The - component of magnetic field is now computed from
Hds = + jwd) d.
Hence
2TrHe J (Jz + jwClz) 2Trdr
or o r
He =1 WBz (1- 2 i Voe- J r Jo(Prr) dr
0
from which
He =-we __ (l- ) VoJl(Brr) eR z (D-13)
Recalling that V = B/Br we see that Eq. (D-13), the quasi-static
- component of magnetic field, is identical to the exact component,
Eq. (C-ll), when k is neglected in comparison with r2 .r
---·-----------·C---·I"-----·--·CI I--·I----- -I -I--- -- L-·--- ^-I I-- ----
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Appendix Z
A NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF LIMITING VALUE OF Pie/Pei.
From Eq. (IV-3,15)
Pie
Pei
< 8 ( r/L 2
i- L z ice/
w = 6 x 106 sec-1
L 40 cm
v = 2 x 109 cm sec 1
o -1
Or = 25/,25 cm = 10 cm
n= 
Bo = 500 Gauss
6 x 106 see x 40 cm
= 2 x 109 cm sec- '
= .120
Or/L = 10 cm 1 /40 cm = .250 cm- 2
Bz = 1 X n/40 cm = .0785 cm 1
= ce
ce vo
Pie
Pei
2 x 2.8 x 106 sec-1 Gauss-1 x 500 Gauss = 440 cml
2 x 109 cm sec- l
.09
and we see that for this example the power flow from the beam to the
cavity greatly exceeds the power flow the cavity to the beam thus
indicating that sustained oscillations are possible for this case.
Let
Hence
Therefore
___ 11·___11_14___11^__1_lr 1 II -- I
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